PRODUCT:  X-Ray Cassette Holding Products
SERIES:   Mobile Cassette Holder, Cross Table Holder, Cassette Cart
MODEL(S):  10900, 10920, 10930
MOUNTING:  n/a

MOBILE CASSETTE HOLDER
Model 10900

1. Install the lower cassette assembly on to the pole and locate it towards the bottom end (end opposite post cap).
2. Position the base onto its side.
3. Remove bolt and lock washers from cross brace.
4. Place (1) lock washer between pole and top of cross brace, (1) lock washer between the head of the bolt and the bottom of the cross brace. (see diagram A)
5. Holding the pole, insert the bolt into the threaded base of the pole.
6. Using a large wrench or socket, tighten very tight.

NOTE: For standard size cassettes, position the lower cassette assembly towards the front of the base. For 14 X 17 and larger, position the assembly towards to back of the base.

* Lower cassette assembly will rotate left & right. Auto-stop indicator at 45 degrees.

Diagram A

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
PRODUCT: X-Ray Cassette Holding Products
SERIES: Mobile Cassette Holder, Cross Table Holder, Cassette Cart
MODEL(S): 10900, 10920, 10930
MOUNTING: n/a

CROSS TABLE CASSETTE HOLDER
Model 10920

Sliders are adjustable to hold small and medium size cassettes.

This new Cross Table Cassette Holder features our adjustable cassette assembly, making it the perfect tool for any x-ray room. The cassette holder is permanently fastened to a sturdy, thin 12" x 18" base that allows easy positioning under a patient. The adjustable holder will accommodate any cassette and grid combination, grid cassette or grid protector from 7" to 17" wide. Approximate shipping weight: 5 lbs. (2.3 kgs).

Construction: Material: Various steels
             - Finish: Powder coat beige base and cassette holder, chrome tubing
Shipping Weight (Approx.): 5.0 lbs. (2.3 kg)

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
PRODUCT: X-Ray Cassette Holding Products
SERIES: Mobile Cassette Holder, Cross Table Holder, Cassette Cart
MODEL(S): 10900, 10920, 10930
MOUNTING: n/a

The AMS Cassette Cart has two compartments that slope towards the rear.

This distributes the weight of the cassettes over the back wheels and makes the cart easy to steer.

Holds up to 14 cassettes.

Approx. weight: 20 lbs (9.1 kgs)

Construction:
- Material: Various steels
- Finish: Powder coat beige base and cassette holder

Shipping Weight (Approx.): 20.0 lbs (9.1 kg)